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Answer: The business cycle.
We show that consumer confidence and the output gap both affect excess returns on stocks in
many European countries:When the output gap is positive (the economy is doingwell), expected
returns are low, and when consumer confidence is high, expected returns are also low. Consumer
confidence and the output gap are also highly positively correlated. In fact, we find that consumer
confidence does not contain independent information (i.e. information over and above that
contained by the output gap) about expected returns. Our use of Europeandata allows us to exam-
ine both aggregate European and local-country data on consumer confidence and output gaps.We
find that even local-country consumer confidence does not contain independent information
about expected returns. Our findings have asset pricing implications: We show that the cross-
country distribution of expected returns is better captured when using the European output gap
as a risk factor.
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1. Introduction

When consumer and investor confidence is high, asset prices are also high and expected returns are low (Baker andWurgler, 2006;
Baker et al., 2012; Brown and Cliff, 2004, 2005; Chung et al., 2012; Lemmon and Portniaguina, 2006; Qui andWelch, 2005; Schmeling,
2009). There are two explanations. First, periods of high confidence are periods of high economic growth. During high-growth pe-
riods, risk aversion is low (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999), so investors are willing to invest in risky assets even if asset prices are
high, i.e. a rational risk-based explanation. An alternative explanation (Baker andWurgler, 2006; Brown and Cliff, 2005) is that inves-
tors get “overexcited” during good times thereby pushing asset prices up above their fundamental value given the business cycle, i.e.
assets become temporarily mispriced. Subsequently, prices return to their fundamental value and the negative relation between con-
fidence today and future returns seen in the data arises. In the latter case, consumer confidence has an effect on expected returns over
and above the pure business cycle effect.
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Our contribution is to provide new evidence on the relation between the business cycle, consumer confidence, and expected
returns. In particular, we examine whether consumer confidence contains independent information (i.e. information not induced
by the business cycle) about expected returns. We also examinewhether local or global business cycle and confidencemeasures con-
tain information about expected returns in different countries.

We study return predictability by consumer confidence and the business cycle using data from eleven European countries. As our
measure of the business cycle, we use the output gap. Cooper and Priestley (2009) show that the output gap contains additional in-
formation about expected returns compared to traditional business cycle variables, such as output growth, consumption growth, and
inflation. As our measure of confidence, we use the consumer confidence survey published by the Directorate-General for Economic
and Financial Affairs (DG ECFIN). Our first result is that, on their own, both the European output gap and European consumer confi-
dence strongly and significantly influence expected excess returns in basically all eleven countries. The estimated sign is negative,
as normally reported in the literature mentioned above, such that periods of high confidence, as well as periods where the economy
is doing well, are periods where expected returns are low.

Consumer confidence and the output gap are correlated, i.e. when the economy is doing well, confidence in the economy is high,
and vice versa. In our data, the correlation between the European output gap and European consumer confidence is 0.54 and signif-
icant. The next question we ask is whether consumer confidence and/or the output gap contain independent information about ex-
pected returns. To test this, we orthogonalize consumer confidence with respect to the output gap. We find that the
orthogonalized part of consumer confidence does not affect expected returns at all. This means that consumer confidence influences
expected returns because the business cycle influences returns and confidence is correlated with the business cycle. Or, in other
words, consumer confidence contains no independent information about expected returns that is not already contained by the busi-
ness cycle.3 A number of robustness tests, not least results from extensive bootstrap simulations and results from the U.S. spanning a
longer sample period, verify that the output gap contains a lot of information about expected returns, whereas consumer confidence
contains nothing that is not already contained by the output gap. The reasonwhywe find that consumer confidence does not contain
independent information about expected returns, in contrast to the results in the literature (Brown and Cliff, 2005; Qui and Welch,
2005), is that we control for a business cycle variable that actually contains information about expected returns.

Our use of European data allows us to test whether local or aggregate European confidence (or output gaps) matters relatively
more for expected returns on local stocks, something one cannot easily do with, e.g., U.S. data. We do so for the following reason.
Baker andWurgler (2006) argue that two effects canmake confidence cause temporarymispricing: An uninformed shock to demand
makes investors buy more stocks than they rationally should and limits to arbitrage make it possible that stock prices change more
than they rationally should. We couple this with the well-known finding that investors have preferences for stocks they are familiar
with, possibly because they (feel that they) have more knowledge about those stocks than about “unfamiliar” stocks.4 Intuitively, if,
for instance, Danes feel more confident about the Danish economy, and Danes like to trade Danish stocks because they are more fa-
miliarwith these, Danes should, according to themispricing explanation, bid up the prices of Danish stocks “toomuch”when they get
more confident about theDanish economy. On the other hand, Daneswill not bid upprices onDanish stocks “toomuch” if, e.g., Italians
becomemore optimistic about the Italian economy as Danes are not as familiarwith Italian stocks. So, our hypothesis is that local con-
fidence is a better proxy for an uninformed demand shock thanmore systematic European factors. This implies thatwe expect to see a
strong relation between local confidence and local returns if temporary mispricing causes confidence to predict returns. On the other
hand, if investors react to systematic risk factors in a rational way, we should see strong effects from the European business cycle (a
European-wide systematic risk factor) on local stocks.

We regress local-country excess returns on local-country consumer confidence. We again condition on the European business
cycle in order to see whether confidence contains information over and above its pure systematic business cycle information. We
find that, controlling for the European business cycle, local confidence does not move expected returns at all. Hence, local confidence
does not seem tomatter for local stock returns, given the state of the aggregate European economy. On the other hand, expected stock
returns react to the European business cycle; a systematic risk factor. We also estimate the fraction of time-variation in expected
returns that is captured by the European output gap and local information variables (local output gaps and local consumer confi-
dence). We find that more than 80% of the variation in returns comes from variation in European-wide output gaps, again indicating
that local confidence (as a proxy for an uninformed demand shock) matters less than aggregate European variables.

If the European output gap really is a systematic risk factor, it should help in capturing the cross-country distribution of returns. To
investigate whether it does, we consider an unconditional and a conditional European asset pricing model where the conditional
model allows for time-variation in expected risk premia. As test assets, we use the returns from the eleven European markets and
value and growth portfolios of each market, i.e. all in all 33 portfolios. We find that the unconditional asset pricing model is able to
explain only 19% of the variation in returns from the country, value and growth portfolios. On the other hand, when we consider
the conditional asset pricing model that uses the European output gap as a conditioning variable, we find that this model is able to
explain much more of the variation in returns across the different portfolios; 57%. We also estimate models where we condition on
the European consumer confidence. This does not help much in explaining the cross-sectional distribution of returns, however.

3 We also orthogonalize the European output gap with respect to European consumer confidence. The orthogonal part of the output gap is still a strong predictor of
returns, i.e. consumer confidence predicts returns because it contains information about the business cycle, whereas the output gap contains independent information
about returns over and above that contained by consumer confidence.

4 This is well-known from the literature on the Equity Home Bias Puzzle (French and Poterba, 1991), but the same kind of “familiarity bias” has by now been docu-
mented in many other situations by Hubermann (2001), Coval and Moskowitz (1999, 2001), Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001), Baik et al. (2010), Seasholes and Zhu
(2010), and others.
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